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Ghost Fractures
Amanda Crum
There's twang
tangled in my roots,
but it only unspools
inside loss.
Grief rolls syllables
across my tongue,
transforms ain't into
a lullabye. Language
fractured by ghosts.
I can almost hear
the trailer park girl I was,
spinning circles in her room.
I wonder
when she became so afraid
to let her bloodline
tumble from her mouth.
Maybe it was the first time
Death stood in her doorway,
rolling a cigarette for someone
she loved. That girl
wanted grease-spattered comfort,
husky Appalachian pronunciations
and dropped g’s,
and all she got was
more loss.
Now I cling tightly to my accent,
a connection to my beginnings
that can only be
put away
rather than
stolen.
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Blister
Kendall A. Bell
The blister is the comeback,
the shrill voice on loop,
an anchor in shallow water.
Here, you follow the sound
each dying note, the death
rattle in your throat. The
blister is leaking, is the
crescendo of a converging
melody of panic, of hearts
becoming the slowest metronome.
The blister reminds you that
all pieces of you are dirty,
are damaged, that affliction
will always hold your hand.
The blister is the last sign
of passion's cessation.
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BODY NECROPOLIS
Courtney Leigh
We’re mudded to the funerary ground, our mouths mourn
shreds of ourselves we’re losing, tongues caught amongst barbed limbs
splicing & integrating with one another. Mermaid tails in transmutation
pale snake bodies pushing through the slick of blood & phosphorescent flowers.
We are bodacious creatures radiant in the furrow, our violent hearts
passionate & cruel. The Blood Moon fixates my eyes—I reach
toward the surface, thorns resonating my knees, the pearls below
now redded too. Cravings blister my hands, I am thirsty for breath. I am hungry
for animus sex. I look beyond the ash snow to find the demon gas masked
& holding tight a glass jar with the beating heart I’ve come to reclaim.
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P.V. O’Neill’s Grave
Jack B. Bedell
—Oakland Cemetery, Shreveport, LA

An oak tree has left its ghost
on this plot with crumbled
marble and mangled wrought iron
bent all around the tombstone.
The psalm engraved below
O’Neill’s name failed
to offer any peace against
the weight of that trunk,
calm breeze and cool water
or not. Today, the grass is cut tight
at the site, and all the bits of stone
have been stacked neatly
inside what remains of the fence.
No roots left from the falling, though,
and even fewer signs it matters.
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“Succession” by Elle Danbury
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corpse
Claire L. Smith
Trapped within the reflective coffin,
A rotting corpse lulling
Beneath a distorted veil.
Centipedes’ tiny feet jab,
Marking the unwelcome parts,
Gathering the rotting sacks of grey flesh.
Worms curl beneath prickling skin,
Wriggling like overflown intestines,
Growling with needle teeth.
Swollen yet starved,
Blindfolded with bubble goggles
Skin stretching to meet wide emptiness.
Sunken cheeks and pigeon chest
Hide behind a chipmunk grin
And a heavy jacket.
Beneath the worn flesh
Lies a war of organs,
Of polarizing hungers.
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“happy anniversary”
Cassandra Bumford
when you leave / don’t remember his friends / or how they blame you / who drove him to attempt /
then drove him to the hospital / he loves you / tries to lose himself over the bridge / bridges ice first / you
gasp / grab / 60 to 0 in 3.5 / slip into the wrong lane / one hand on your steering wheel / the other tied
up in his flannel sleeve / down Route 9 / through three roundabouts / across the parking lot holding on /
you didn’t lock the car / you once found him locked in his car / knife in wrist / you took it out / it’s still
in your center console / when you leave / don’t remember how you said forever / how ‘always’ rolled
around on your tongue like a marble / dropped out of your mouth and fell onto the floor / how you left
anyway / how do you stay when he shows regression? / who else do you tell after your therapist / his
therapist / his parents / his friends / your friends / the state trooper / the ER doctor / who tells you to
take him home / words won’t come / you try to say you can’t stay / that’s why you’re both here in this
hospital bed / when you leave / don’t remember / how you wound up elbow deep in a box of tissues /
trying to tell the secretary his birthdate / is he medicated? / has this happened before? / how do you take
a chance that he won’t kill himself if you leave? / how do you take the chance that you won’t kill yourself
if you stay?
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Subterranean Spelunx
Nikkin Radar
When you delve into the roots beneath your shield surfaces,
the repressed feelings of rotten childhood you bring up
is enough to suffocate a mob.
It is the same reason I mean myself when I refer to you,
a sort of talking to the lost child inside this agency error.
The remnants not seen are still tasted in each action as adult
making our memories punch-holes in a time wage card
that keeps missing the happy moments, the things our mother swears
we’re forgetting, the nice times I can’t recall.
Is it because carcass of deep sea embodied me and no other?
Or do we all spool in toward capsized repression, this reservoir tapped only
in commemorating the misery that left mind scars like hiding in closet terror from
bloodied-elbow door-striking monsters? Running to neighbor’s yards was still no solace.
We cannot shake what clings, folding still into the morrow’s makings
like maggots in the flourbags we can’t sift out.
Other people can recollect with endurance I find transgressive, mine but bleached spots in mind
both there and absent at the same time.
I would take the dead into mouth, engulfed by tides of idle cycles,
churning and thrashing to choir screams from missing things,
impressions left behind of what was felt or taken from the body.
No longer worth its uncertainties.
Left to dissociate in the spaces left between was and to be.
Instead, what isn’t: stalling us
into microcosms of deluded froth at the cusp.
It is difficult to differentiate between what was real or dream, both as faded campfire
I couldn’t help but douse out. Smelling seasalt instead of sulfur, coast trips instead of burning–
Lips apart in want of
to slip inside
if only a little while
sit in my orifice and linger
seldom stir as you’re curbed by the ache
spat upon spurning toward our wakened moon
encrusted in its myths, made for
isolation, for
mysticism, for
the weathered rage within your belly.
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–My mother has a cesarean scar more crescent than the moon but even that doesn’t stop the story of
birth, how she and I both almost died at the cusp of my beginning, or partially did. My coming causing a
sever that became all body deformation. How my father screamed, watching sports on the hospital T.V.
screen, distracting the male nurse who over-drugged my laboring mother, forced to be cut open on sterile
bedding, spliced into life–
Disgorged and left to sun bake until what once was us lies buried,
present palms unearthing their forgotten.
Disheveled soothsayer meant to dethread our cords, once coalescent.
Or was it the wanton sea witch idling at the entry.
What is remembered or regurgitated similar to the histories my mother orated to me, the bathtub a place
for learning about genocide, age four and asking why chambers were for gassing out secrets.
I will soak on the way to phrase my willing gaps, writing in the language of the fear maker and violent
strike of match, covering these severed moments with sheets, incomprehensible mouths and blue eyes
made live and marked mind by our weighted rains–
When you left, what seeps from me?
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Home Recovery in the Countryside
December Lace
My fever still hasn’t broken.
Crows stare at me from my whitewashed porch
while the pitcher of milk sits on the sideboard,
a towel draped neatly at its side.
They haven’t moved from the paint chipped railings in daysthey’re bunched in clusters- murders- thick amounts of
swollen chests, huddled hearts, and sharp beaks.
Twitchy, squat droplets of ink that rove around on this barren landscape
stretching their claws upwards, pointing at the sky, accusing it.
There isn’t a mailbox for miles.
Their onyx eyes
like rosary beads
follow
paired in fidgety feathered beasts.
They were sent to watch me
-and they want in!they can see under my bandages,
gossamer wrapped around me mummy style
guarding against the flies, the infection, the air.
My tongue moves in shifts, thick like marbles,
the enamel of my teeth turning to water
dripping down my throat
downing me
-I can’t breathe!but they haven’t made a sound.
They want my throat.
They want to peck at the holes
in the back of my raw throat
so they can get to my soul.
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They can smell the stitches.

“Foreboding” by Elle Danbury
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bloodflowers
Mela Blust
from the prison of skin;
a bitter pill.
unexpected bloodflowers
bursting the soil.
backwards/a time when we
wrested joy from the wind
now the knife,
a love-shaped gift.
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Love & Metaxa
Christina Strigas
I tasted you at sixteen
when my cousin died of cancer,
everyone had hollow eyes
like the depth of
empty jars.
Months, years. Uncle G
was the one who didn't speak.
He swallowed too much death
in his ancient bloodline
before the age of twenty-three,
silent death. I tried you—
Funeral one, you said hello
from the bottom
of a tiny shot glass,
while film reeled at your wake.
Dead first cousin,
first of firsts in the coffin,
yellow copper skin
tubes and ICU rooms
I cannot drink away—
Metaxa
I embraced you while dancing Greek
knees dirty on the ground
wild hands in the air
mouth around your home,
clapping beats
in the air—
You warmed me up
made all the pain dissipate;
seconds—Minutes—Heat
waves took deep rooted hurt away.
go go go
put your lips on me, girl
I lifted you
brown neck exposed,
silent paths to
your taste
flooding down, spinning barefoot
your entrance,
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a secret winter lover.
One lucid party after another,
a memorial
one wedding, the Zorba dance,
one more mechanical shot—
Forty more days of customary darkness.
Never cheers at a Greek funeral,
there are crystal rules.
Knowing when to appear;
your ancient ghosts
kissing dried cheeks
and charming nights as lovers do,
An imaginary friend,
comforting me and
making me sick.
I vomited you up, and backed out away—
Until I dreamt of it more
to bring back our dead
in one more shot.
go go go...
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pool deck
Cassandra Bumford
i’m in a bad season again
been getting in bed
with dirty feet, only
showering in smoke.
as if that’ll save me.
the other night
i pulled apart a
disposable razor
with my teeth,
bled away some guilt
down the shower drain.
i’m painting my nails
3 times a week.
i keep scraping polish off
during panic attacks.
the acetone has chipped
at my chitin. my cuticles
are dismantling and my hair
keeps changing color.
i never knew balance
and at this point
stability seems only
imaginary to me.
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The children who die in custody have names
Gustavo Barahona-López
Children are being separated from their families Children are dying at the border Children are waking up
in dirt tents in the desert Children are living in a former WWII Japanese internment camp Children includes
babies Children includes toddlers in tender age shelters Children are not being processed quickly Children
are not being medically screened properly Children are not receiving adequate medical care Children are
being treated like criminals Children are forgetting who their parents are Children are rejecting the parents
who were powerless to prevent separation Children are screaming “You are not my mother!” Children are
dying in ICE custody Children are dying in Border Patrol custody Children are generating profit for private
prisons Children are being lost in the system Children are being sexually abused Children are slipping
through cracks Children are being held in cages Children are being targeted to create a living hell for
immigrants Children are dying at the border Children are dying at the border Children are dying at the
border Children are dying at the border Children are dying die Children are the future
The children who die in our custody have names, not just ages, not just countries.
7-year-old migrant girl taken into Border Patrol custody dies of dehydration, exhaustion
Jakelin Caal Maquin
Rest in Peace
8-Year-Old Migrant Boy Dies In Government Custody In New Mexico Hospital
Felipe Gomez Alonso
Rest in Power
‘He Went Seeking Life But Found Death.’ How a Guatemalan Teen Fleeing Climate Change Ended Up Dying in a U.S.
Detention Center
Juan de Leon Gutierrez
Rest in Peace
Toddler apprehended at the U.S.-Mexico border dies after weeks in hospital
______ ______ ______
Rest in Power
16-year-old migrant boy dies in U.S. custody, 5th child to die since December
Carlos Gregorio Hernandez Vasquez
Rest in Peace
11-year old buy dies after spending 6 days in a Border Patrol Detention Center
Dario Barahona-López
Rest in Power
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ROSE BUD
Courtney Leigh
I’m afraid of what I’ll become when
I’m no longer myself, drifting in a swirl
of deathly cosmos, the fragrant euphoria
of floras burning up my throat a hue
of yesterday’s bad turndown.
I take a hard drag of a cigarette
losing time in the ash
of a body & a naked moon.
When I’m a child, I’m buried
in a pile of dirty laundry. I’m looking
for a dark hole as wet & as lucid as mine.
I mount the hard side of a dream
pretend I’m not as real as my body
seems, let the lining sink in.
I’m quieted by the pleasure.
I’m romanced by my own insatiable lips
puckering at the back of my hand.
When I’m a teenager, I kiss
the bathroom mirrors
it’s like kissing my own corpse
cold & flat & lying against the wall
perspiring with bathwater heat
wonder what it would be like to kiss
something other than a figment
of my own spirit. I lie back
on the sheets of my four-post bed
watch my corpse alight along the ceiling.
She mimics my hands, moving along
our tempered skin & assures me
with her hum grin.
I become time
travelling the distance between reality
& a dream, in a mosaic of eyes
winking winking winking glossy
at my covetous self.
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Ghost
Chad Lutz
the wind howls
as the strait jacket
strangles his body
cops telling the mother
this is standard protocol
mouth foaming
head rocking
legs kicking
heart racing
hear the chains
hear the wails
hear the moaning
fall asleep
& dream till
morning of
a young boy
lost all hope
wake up before the sun
& see the image
of a young man
picture
no longer
hanging on
the wall
they’ve got
medicine
for a haunt
like this
two with dinner
& food
may cause drowsiness
may cause dizziness
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Basement
Lily Forrest
When I was 22 I ran into the ocean.
Full of poison, feeling like void—I swear
you could have popped me cleanly with a needle—
I wouldn’t have bled, I’d have vaporized.
Collapsed into air.
Travel with me to 22.
See the dead balloon dance!
A peculiar exhilaration,
spitting your plastic guts all over the room.
Sink with me into the gray, into the damp.
The rusted pipes and broken bottles. See me wobble,
giggle, chainsmoke
like yellowing plaster,
like singe. And soot.
Like I wanted to fill my body
with fire
When I was 22
I drew a menthol to viscid bubblegum lips
until my voice was only a croak
in the night.
You know,
a friend of mine once said that
he was certain
the place was haunted.
I don’t believe in that stuff, but
the air was ripe those nights
with the suggestion of
unreality.
I couldn’t exist there without a chemical excursion,
So Jesse and Big Mike
drove to Sunset Liquors
and I did too many shots
to count
in
the
dripping
Basement Oblivion
where my ankles knocked against the pool table, where
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I grinned into a compact mirror. My teeth
were sharp as arrowheads. My skin
had never gleamed so ghostly,
slick with so much
wet.
Where tidal wave, crescendo
Jesse
in a leather vest
saying
Come to me, cupcake
Somewhere he is still saying
You look like butterscotch, cheerleader. I
look
like a felon.
The old house still purses its lips,
clucks its tongue
to the tune of
tick-tock
tick-tock, Party Girl.
I say
Okay,
but I won’t fuck you.
Jesse,
I couldn’t say no
to the flashing-eyed queens of the fourth grade
asking
to copy my homework,
to the pallid shuffle of the 2nd shift leader
asking
Would I work another double?
To the frat boy declaration:
Chicks aren’t allowed
to wear panties in this apartment. Just for fun.
At 19, at 22
I said no, Jesse
and I have combed the half-lit rooms,
for years I have wandered the moments.
I said it once. I could not say it again.
Choice

disappeared from
all the dictionaries
overnight.

And you know, they don’t tell you
When I sat in lamp-light
with my uncle
and they had the assembly at school,
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When my uncle said
Shit just happens to girls who party,
said
Bad shit happens to balloon girls
in the dark
They don’t tell you
that basement air is hazy, dense.
The couch leaves a film on your skin
but it doesn’t hurt!
in red-painted squalor
piping leakage
saltwater
--doesn’t hurt—
tastes like copper.
feels like counting the seconds
in a vacuum,
water filling lungs.
Jesse! you took a human being like medicine!
like Saturday night,
like just because
and me? I took years
I couldn’t look my father in the eye
where I stood waterlogged
and weeping,
could not rinse you from my skin
I went back to your house, Jesse!
I wanted you to like me!
fetal on the basement floor.
coughing smoke signals, ashes.
S.O.S.
Felt like anything but a woman
in your boneyard hands.
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1-800-how-the-fuck-do-I-get-out
Vanessa Maki
we could survive in the abyss
(but you want to get out)
we could live off each other’s
fears & self loathing
(but you want to get out)
we could survive for a while
(but you want to get out)
until you dial the hotline
1-800-how-the-fuck-do-I-get-out
& we go right back to you
leaving me
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“The Comforts of Ritual” by Elle Danbury
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death toll climbs
James P. Roberts
what do you say
to a person
who thinks of life
in numbers
and bullets
who measures everything
with buckets of blood
who denies
the charity of others
the forgiveness
so needed
what can you tell them
when there is only
the fuzzy image
cracking their shell
the violence
which is the only language
they now understand
a grave
of flowers
the rising sun
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tender
Cassandra Bumford
the security of a willow tree,
how the low, thin, branches lay
against the backs of little girls
seeking shelter beneath them.
they are lost in their homes,
always looking for walls built
out of glass, loving how it moves
invisibly slow. feeling invisible,
invincible, beneath the tree.
leaves falling around above,
and if you catch one softly,
between index finger and thumb,
make a wish on it. ask the wind
for what you want and watch
as the branches use the breeze
to braid themselves into your hair
and keep you.
the tender way of a heart chopped
down by an axe on her 13th birthday.
the tender way of building her into
a house only made of brick walls.
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Shapeless
Delvon T. Mattingly
I sink nearly every day,
afraid of feebly returning.
Sometimes I open my eyes
at recurrent cardiac arrests,
dangerous surgeries away from
sheltering an amorphous heart.
Hope and deprivation holding
what’s left of me together
by frail threads, a grotesque
reconstruction of the moribund.
I tell myself: A heart is never
perfectly shaped to begin with,
and attacks carved in its chamber
accumulate to a freedom pined.
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Curtain Call
Josie Thornhill
The bottle rattles into my empty palm,
and I close my fingers on air, tossing back nothing.
My descent takes a few days, but I have to see them
one more time, taste the illusion on my tongue, sharp
and cold like metal. Dangerous enough to slice me in half.
Martha appears first, her brown curls shooting out of her skull,
wrinkled skin and black robes rolling off her skin like lake water.
Her knobby white fingers are almost translucent as she mutters spells
to send me to Hell. And Tom— just his head, bobbing up and down
on the bookshelf, his gray lips shouting a warning that I could never make out.
When the full cast emerges—Killer Clown, Giant Spider,
even Jack Nicholson's celebrity appearance—I look them over
and nod before closing the curtains and swallowing my Seroquel.
It is enough to know they exist somewhere, in some frame
of mind. Casting spells on me, knife to neck, pincers behind my ear.
Now I am painting my white picket fence, rinsing myself of this
desire and dread because that nine to five has got to be enough.
Saving weekends for barbecues and building tree houses
with nieces and nephews, not ghosts
stuck in The Ethereal Plane.
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Omega
Colette Bennett
Angels of the Silences
How slow you can be in coming.
How crestfallen I am
when you arrive.
The colors of your wings
aren’t the ones I dreamt about.
How can I tell you
that I wanted you to descend to me
with my every fulfilled wish
in the quick shadows of your faces?
I wanted worship more sightless
than the stares of a thousand dead men
I wanted the blind reassurance
that my mother taught me
to expect.
I did not crave this
image of real life,
gentle wrinkles in your supposedly perfect faces,
eyes lacking that fabled sparkle,
wings cracking and lackluster.
You open your mouths and breathe a breath
much like that of every human being:
hesitant, fallible,
and slightly unsure
whether or not to emerge.
I life my face to find in yours
my childhood, ending.
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Kallio, the sunken village
Gustavo Barahona-López
I walk into a ghost village.
Water half covers, lives in buildings
that once recorded
the transitory. For you see,
for all its movement,
even a man-made
lake holds onto eternity
like it is a coin begging to be flipped.
I stare in emerald, waves
swaddle piles of stones
that perhaps once made a wall,
perhaps a home. Now
a rearticulated sand.
At what point does a lake
cease to be artificial?
When is it purely (water) body?
The permanent
recalls a launch
into itself.
Cerulean cloud
chastens me.
I make out sets of five petals
surrounding a golden halo.
I bite my tongue.
Atonement made tangible.
My blood outgrows
my body, becomes water.
It spatters on green rock,
disappears. How do I
taste? I wonder
why so many gods
chose to make us out of clay,
mud to be breathed
into being. After all,
even stones have a half-life.
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How to disappear
Kendall A. Bell
Start deleting phone numbers backwards
to A, forget how to answer the phone.
Deactivate every social media account.
Save your voice only for singing in the
car, speak to no one at work, listen to
how many times your name comes up. (It
will be none.) Unscrew every CFL lightbulb
and donate them to Goodwill. Invest in
black curtains, for every room. Leave your
dog inside someone else's fenced in yard the one with big tires on the grass. Throw
your mailbox into the street. Wear a hoodie.
All the time. Never, never make eye contact.
Go for your walk, abandon your route, blend
into trees, into sidewalks and streetlights.
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“Song of the Inaudible” by Elle Danbury
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